Building Resilience at Work
Kathryn McEwen
Private Practice

Our resilience, or capacity to bounce back and even thrive in pressured times, is critical in workplaces today. With higher workloads, declining resources and frequent change, together with the hectic pace of personal lives, resilience is almost a key to survival. While strategies to.....read more

Bully Blocking at Work: A Self-Help Guide for Employees and Managers
Evelyn M. Field
Private practising psychologist, Melbourne

No one goes to work to be humiliated, abused, ostracised, subjected to rumours, or assaulted. Yet this is the reality of a working day for more than one in six workers. Bullying causes billions of dollars in lost.....read more

Confidentiality for Mental Health Professionals: A Guide to Ethical and Legal Principles
Annegret Kämpf, Bernadette McSherry, James Ogloff, and Alan Rothschild
Monash University

Those who work in the mental health sector are constantly exposed to personal information about the experiences, behaviour and relationships of their clients. It is.....read more
Controlling People: The Paradoxical Nature of Being Human
Richard S. Marken and Timothy A. Carey

We need to strive for a world where people control what is important to themselves while minimizing the controlling of others.” We are all controlling people. In fact our feelings of wellbeing depend on staying in control. Just as when we drive a

CoupleCare: Couple Commitment and Relationship Enhancement (Ed II)
Couple Guidebook
W. Kim Halford
The University of Queensland

What does CoupleCARE involve? Unit 1 Self-Change Overview Expectations Developing a Relationship Vision Self-Change A Few Ideas on the Different Ways People Learn Unit 2 Communication Overview What is.....

CoupleCare: Couple Commitment and Relationship Enhancement (Ed II)
Educator's Manual
W. Kim Halford
The University of Queensland

The complete practitioner resource for the second edition
CoupleCARE relationship enhancement program. Conducted by a professional relationship educator, counsellor or therapist this unique evidence-based program is.....
**CoupleCare: Couple Commitment and Relationship Enhancement (Ed II)**

**Video Guide**
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**Crime, Culture & Violence: Understanding How Masculinity and Identity Shapes Offending**

Dr Katie Seidler

From prison interviews with violent offenders and a wealth of experience and research, psychologist Dr Katie Seidler explores the complex interaction between crime and culture. Featuring the voices of the offenders themselves, 15 convicted.....read more
Distressed or Deliberately Defiant? Managing challenging student behaviour due to trauma and disorganised attachment
Dr Judith Howard
QUT
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• INTRODUCTION
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• What we believe about managing these students' behaviour?
• How these students present at.....read more

Ideas for Career Practitioners: Celebrating Excellence in Career Practice
Edited by Mary McMahon & Wendy Patton

This book represents a compilation of ideas that career practitioners use in their everyday work and covers all facets of what is broadly termed career guidance. Presenting a smorgasboard of 48 ideas from over 50 experienced career.....read more

Innovations and Future Directions in the Behavioural and Cognitive Therapies
Therapies Edited by Ross G. Menzies, Michael Kyrios, Nikolaos Kazantzis
University of Sydney, Australian National University, Monash University Child, Adolescent and Youth Mental Health

1. The development of anxiety in childhood and adolescence: The transmission of cognitive.....read more
No Body's Perfect: A helper's guide to promoting positive body image in children and young people
Dr Vivienne Lewis

Body image doesn’t discriminate gender or age. Yet its importance to our health, both mental and physical, is vital. A negative body image in childhood can lead to a lifetime of struggle and self-doubt. In today's image-conscious....read more

Parenting Made Easy: The early years
Dr Anna Cohen

A bag of tricks approach to parenting the 1 to 5 year old The early years of parenting are often a tricky and challenging time - a time when you will watch your baby fade and a child emerge, a time of amazing growth, development and change. Your 'bag of tricks' to deal with these changes must.....read more

Positive Bodies: Loving the Skin You're In
Dr Vivienne Lewis

Positive Bodies is designed to equip you with the skills, knowledge, and thinking to foster a positive body image in yourself and others. It is based on tried and tested CBT (cognitive behavioural therapy) principles and features real-life examples of those who have struggled but won.....read more
Preventing and Managing Workplace Bullying and Harassment: A Risk Management Approach
Dr Moira Jenkins

Preventing and managing workplace bullying, including sexual harassment, is not just a 'feel good' exercise, or something organisations should only do when they are faced with a complaint. It is part of core business. Employers and managers.....read more

Strategies for Surviving Bullying at Work
Evelyn Field
Private Practice

No one goes to work to be humiliated, abused, ostracised, subjected to rumours, or assaulted. Yet this is the reality of a working day for many employees. Now you can do something about it. From the author of the highly successful introduction to workplace bullying "Bully.....read more

The Anger Fallacy Workbook: Practical Exercises for Overcoming Irritation, Frustration and Anger
T Ross, G Menzies and Steven Laurent

Using this workbook, either on your own or with a therapist, you can practice the anger management concepts from The Anger Fallacy, and learn to master anger, the most toxic of emotions. Exercise 1: Anger.....read more
The Anger Fallacy: Uncovering the Irrationality of the Angry Mindset
Steven Laurent and Ross G Menzies

A life without anger is attainable - if you understand The Anger Fallacy. This is a book meant to challenge us. The authors have taken such an engaging and witty approach that the reader is likely to get hooked and will stop to think — to.....read more

Understanding Crime Prevention: The Case Study Approach
Edited by Tim Prenzler

This book contributes to improved practice in crime prevention, primarily through the lessons from successful projects. It provides an overview of current research in the field, and an exposition of some of the best case-studies from the past - including in the areas......read more

Writing Reports for Court: An International Guide for Psychologists Who Work in the Criminal Jurisdiction
Jack White, Andrew Day, Louisa Hackett and J. Thomas Dalby

Chapter 1 Introduction

- Difference Between a Witness of Fact and an Expert Witness Guidelines for Expert Witnesses
- The Report Structure
- The Introduction
- Background.....read more
Fingergym™ Fine Motor Skills School Readiness Program
The program is a unique Australian-developed, classroom-trialled, group program that uses fun and motivating fine motor–based activities to help children become more independent in the classroom. Developed by experienced occupational therapy and education professionals, this program is a.....read more

Take Action Practitioner Guidebook
About Take Action to help anxious children Take Action consists primarily of a comprehensive practitioner guidebook in an easy-to-read standardised layout with specific instructions on how to adjust the program material for younger (4-7 years) children. The guidebook guides the practitioner through the steps covered in each treatment module as.....read more